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Abstract--An innovative decomposition method for the approximate solution of problems i intro- 
duced based upon successive projection approximations derived in [1]. The new method provides 
sub6tantlally greater f eedom for decomposing a given problem into a conection of subproblems than 
conventinnal methods [4]. An approximation can be approached by recursively searching in the col- 
lection of subproblems along a chosen search path. When Applied to partial differential equations, 
the partitioning can be made in either the physical domain (domain decomposition) ofa partial dif- 
ferential equation or in the associated linear space (space decomposition). The decompositions can 
be used to solve large-scale problems, to develop arallel algorithms and novel iterative techniques. 
1. DEF IN IT IONS 
Let n be a domain in R n with a closed piecewise smooth boundary 0n  and with 
z-" (z l ,z2 , . . .  , z , )  
a point in n. We consider an N-dimensional linear space ~ spanned by a basis {Bj}~ of elements 
Bj defined and continuous on n + 0fl and with compact support Sj + OSj; each Bj vanishes 
outside of Sj and on its boundary OSj. Any number of basis elements may have overlapping or 
N 
even identical supports but the Bj are assumed to be such fl - U ffilS j. 
Let b(0 be a nonempty subset of {Bj} N. Denote by n (0 a subdomain where fl(0 = U Sj for j 
such that Bj E b (i), and denote by 0n  (i) the boundary of n(0. A projection associated with b (i) 
of every ~b E • can be defined as: 
N 
p ( i )¢= Z AjBj (1) 
Bj~.b(') 
where Aj (j = 1,2, . . .  ,N)  are coefficients of ¢ with respect o the complete basis and p(0¢  is 
a (eztraetable - see [1]) projection. It is easy to see that p(i)¢ = 0 outside of fl (i) and on On(O. 
Each subdomain fl (i) corresponds to at least one extractable projection p(0  . Denote by T the 
fundamental set, collection of all projections of form (1), where T = (P (0 ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2 N-  1)); 
T maps @ onto itself. Denote by T,  a "fundamental" subset for which T,  C T and T,  also maps 
onto ¢. Then T,  is an available decomposition. 
2. IMPL IC IT  DECOMPOSIT ION 
Grouping the basis elements into subsets defines, implicitly, subdomains of n that cover n 
and thus provide a decomposition of fl into subdomains. Every ¢ E • can be then recursively 
approximated over these subdomains by the successive projection approzimation [1] as follows: 
"if there ezists a sequence {r/n} with the limit ¢ E • and a sequence of eztractable 
projections {P,~} where P, E T,, then ¢ can be approzimated arbitrarily closely by 
the sequence } " 
~,., = (x - P,,,) ¢._~ + P .~." ;  (2) 
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i.e., if lim rln = ~b, then l im,-oo Cn = ~. This approximation is valid in an N-dimensional space 
~OO 
• . If ¢ is in an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, ~ also can be approximated by 
the successive projection approximations with a fundamental set T having an infinite number 
of extractable projections. For computational purposes, every ¢ in a Hilbert space can be ap- 
proximated by a sequence {¢n } of form (2) in an appropriate finite dimensional subspace. The 
successive projection approximation is an iterative process for finding ¢ in which P,, is an ele- 
ment o fT ,  and ¢,, is determined by the previous approximation ~,,-1 and a new projection P,~rl,. 
Each iteration focuses on the subdomain ft,, associated with P,,, which indicates the advantage 
of the decomposition, amely it is not necessary to consider the whole domain at once. In order 
to find a sequence {~,~} with the limit ¢, an appropriate condition is necessary, depending upon 
the problem, which we choose to call a Guide ~ ('¢n) = 0 or ~ (Pn~?n) = 0; a collection of guides 
G (-~), G ('¢2), .-. can be viewed as a search path (a collection of subproblems). A problem 
involving a partial differential equation can be decomposed by using an appropriate search path 
and the successive projection approximation. This versatile method of creating partitions (i.e., 
T , )  and guides is labelled by the authors implicit decomposition. There are several ways to find 
an appropriate search path: 
(1) Direct Approach: for a given partial differential system, construct an appropriate 
G (P,~rl,) = 0; 
(2) Inverse Approach: for a given G (Pnrb~) = 0, find a partial differential system satisfied by 
¢. 
Examples of G will be provided in the Sections 2 and 3. 
Consider a partial differential system defined by 
£:¢q-p :0  in ft (3) 
M~b-bq --0 onOf~ (4) 
where £ and .M are differential operators, p and q given functions and ~b is to be approximated 
by ~,~ from equation (2). We can write equation (2) in the form 
-¢n = ¢,~-1 "Jr Pn (rl,~ - -~,~-1) , (5) 
and since P,, (rln -¢n -1)  = 0 on 0f~n and on cgf~, if follows that 
Cn -- Cn-t =""  -- ¢0 on cgft (6) 
where ¢o is a trial approximation that satisfies the boundary condition. If¢0 satisfies boundary 
~O 
condition (4), then {¢,~}1 will also satisfy (4). In this case, the guide depends on equation (3) 
only. However, an appropriate trial ¢0 satisfying .A4¢ 0 4- q = 0 on aft is generally not available; 
an approximation such that .£4¢ 0 -t-q ~ 0 may be required. For a trial ¢0, there exists a residual 
~ ,~ ('$0) on 8f~: 
TCao (-¢0) = -'¢4¢0 + q ¢ 0 on Oft. (7) 
An approximate ¢0 can be obtained for example by minimizing a functional I of residual ~ ,  (~0). 
The general convergence r quirement that A~¢ 0 + q ---* 0 on Oft can be treated by an approx- 
imation in an appropriate finite dimensional space. With a ~0 and a guide G (Phi?n) = 0 which 
guarantees {rb~) ---* ¢ as n ---. oo, the decomposition method can be summarized as: 
A l$or i thm 1: Space Decompos i t ion  
(a) Select a trial ~b 0 satisfying the boundary condition (to some degree of approximation). 
(b) For n = 1, 2, . . .  , until convergence, do the following 
Solve ~ (P,~rl~) = 0 in f2n, 
(Pnrln = 0 on Cgftn automatically); (8) 
Update Cn = (I  - Pn)-¢n-1 + Pnrln. 
where Pn in T, ,  ft,~ associated subdomain of Pn. 
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This method approximates @ piece-by-piece by the application of a sequence of extractable 
projections, System (8) is more general than domain decomposition since different projections 
can have a common domain. 
Suppose there exists a fundamental subset T,  such that different projections have different 
associated omains. Then the projection Pnrb, of equation (2) contributes to @,~ only in a,~, i.e., 
to the restriction of @,, to f~.. Denote by @~ (aj) the restriction of ~ to subdomain ai, and 
denote by @~ (8aj)  the restriction of@~ to 0aj .  At step n, the restriction of@,, to an is modified 
by P.rh,. It is apparent that @,,-1 ~ @,, only in a . ,  which implies 
g. (a -  a.)  = ¢--._, (a -  a . ) ,  
g.  (aa .  + ~a - aa .  n aa) = ~._~ (~)a. + aa  - aa .  n aa) .  
(9) 
(lO) 
Using equations (9) and (10), 
~. = g.  Ca.) + g._1 (a - a . )  + g._~ (aa. + oa - aa.  n aa) (11) 
where @n (f~n) is defined by Pnrb~ and the restriction of (! - P.)@n-1 to an, and @--n (aar~) = 
@,,-1 (aa,,). The guide then becomes ~(-@.(a.)) = 0, which implies the special case - -  domain 
decomposition: 
A lgor i thm 2: Domain Decomposi t ion 
(a) Select a @0 satisfying the boundary condition (to some degree of approximation). 
(a) For n = 1, 2, . . .  , until convergence, do the following 
Solve ~ (@. (~.)) = 0 in ~n, 
Subject to @,, (aG.) = @,~-1 (aG.) on 8(2.; 
Update @,, = @,, (a . )  + @n-1 (G - a . )+ 
g._ l  (cga + aa .  - aa  n aa . ) .  
where f2. is the associated subdomain of P,~ in T,. 
(12) 
Since each subdomain of the above statement has a corresponding extractable projection, each 
subdomain will overlap at least one neighboring subdomain. For a given problem, the method 
converges for an appropriate guide which can be, for example, formulated by minimizing adefinite 
integral of residual, two of which will be shown in the following sections. 
3. AN EXAMPLE OF DIRECT APPROACH 
Consider a partial differential equation (3) subject o boundary condition (4). Let the desired 
approximate solution @ be approximated by a sequence {rh} consistent with equation (2). At 
each step n, there exists a residual ~n: 
C~- -L~q-p  ina  (13) 
associated with the projection P. in domain an in which E,~ is a function of @,~ through P,~,~. 
This shows that £n need be considered only in a~, even though it is measured in a. Denote by 
I (£.) a functional to measure the residual, which for example we take to be 
where 
_h'(~n) = (C,~,~) in ~, (14) 
(s,,,s,,) = fs,,s,, d~ > O. (is) 
Jn 
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The I (£i) (i = 1,2, . . .  , n . . . .  ) are non-negative. A monotonic decreasing sequence of functionals 
{I(£.)}~o will converge to zero, which would imply that lirn._oo g. = 0 and {0.~}~ converges to 
¢. This can be achieved by the variational principle 
6I(,f,n) = 0 in 12n (n = 1,2 . . . .  , until convergence), (16) 
the variation being taken with respect o ~n and by which a sequence of stationary points reduce 
the residuals to zero. Since ~f~n_ 1 = 0 at step n, ~f-¢ n = ~fPnrln. The variation in equation (16) 
can be taken equivalently with respect o P,r},~. Then the guide can be written as: 
G(Pnon)=~fI(gn)=O or O~n(f tn) )=df I (gn)=O infL~. (17) 
4. AN EXAMPLE OF INVERSE APPROACH 
In this section, we illustrate a different approach for finding a guide. To find a sequence {¢n }7,  
m OO 
construct a sequence {I(~.)}1 of functionals defined by: 
I(¢-n) = (VCn+f ,v ;n  +f )  in (18) 
where f is a given function such that ~Tf exists and ¢ .  can be decomposed by equation (11). 
Consider the guide 
~7(-¢ . (~. ) )  : 61(¢ . )  : 0 in flu (n = 1 ,2 , . . . )  (19) 
m 
where the variation is again with respect to Pnrln but expressed equivalently in terms of en in 
oo 
order to exhibit the decomposition. Then, {I(¢-)}1 is also a monotonic decreasing sequence 
with the limit I(¢oo) = 0, which implies that the guide g (¢ .  (f l . ))  = 0 can provide a convergent 
OO - -  
sequence {~. }1 • The objective is to find a system whose solution is the limit of {¢. }1 • 
Since 6 ~7 ¢ .  = ~76¢. = ~76¢. (f~.), equation (19) becomes 
Cj (¢, (D,~)) = (V¢,~, V6¢, )  -.I.- (f ,  V6~,~) = 0 in f~n. (20) 
Using Green's first and second identities, 
(9¢.)on. - (6¢., A~.) ,  in Q. 
-- c96-¢n )oo,. - (6-¢n Of )oo,, in (f, Vdi~bn) "" (6~n, vf) -I- (f, ~ ' ~n 
(21) 
Since the variation/5~,~ = 0 on 0f~ if there are sufficient boundary conditions, and die. = 0 on 
0f~. because ¢ .  (Olin) = ~r,-1 (Of2.), equation (21) becomes 
(v~., v~. )  = -(6~., zx~.) in n., 
(f, ~76~n ) : (6-¢n, ~f )  in nn. 
(22) 
Substituting equation (22) into equation (20) and using p = - ~7 f yields 
(23) 
Since ¢,~ is in an N-dimensional space, 
space ~ were infinite dimensional, i.e., a 
valid for each n. But if the sequence {~n 
A~,, + p ~ 0 in f~,, in general. Suppose the original 
Hilbert Space. The previous arguments would still be 
} were defined as the exact solutions to the problems 
AC, ,+p=0 infL, (n=l ,2 , . . . ) ,  
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then this defines a guide 
{~(~,~(fln))=Adp,~+p=O in ft,z (n = 1,2,... ,oo). (24) 
co  
Moreover, since @"n is an approximation to ~bn and the limit of {~n}1 exists, the limit of {~bn} in 
equation (24) exists. Thus, the guide of equation (24) can be used to solve the partial differential 
equation: 
A#+p=O in 
where ~ is the limit of {~,}~o, subject to a boundary condition: 
.A,I~+q=O on 0[~. 
(25) 
(28) 
With the use of the guide of equation (23) or (24), the system (25, 26) can be solved by Algorithm 
1 or 2. The guide of equation (24) in a Hilbert space is the restriction of equation (25) to a 
subdomaln and is an example of the well-known Schwarz Alternating Method. At the same 
time the guide of equation (23) provides an approximation of equation (24) in an appropriate 
finite dimensional space which is more useful for computational purpose. Because the projections 
Pn (n = I, 2,... ) are defined by subsets of basis elements, equation (23) is an application of the 
Galerkin method. The convergence of Schwarz's method is guaranteed for self-adjoint elliptic 
operators by the theory of partial differential equations. For other operators it is not known 
whether the method is convergent or even if it works. Schwarz's Alternating Method is a special 
case of the decomposition in Algorithm 2 obtained by setting the guide to be a restriction of 
a partial differential equation to a subdomain. In fact, a different guide might be chosen in 
order to produce a convergent decomposition or to accelerate the convergence. Since a guide 
~(~n (~n)) = 0 determines the rate of convergence, an appropriate guide needs to be employed. 
The problem of finding a guide which produces more rapid convergence is under study. Thus 
space decomposition in Algorithm 1 provides a more versatile decomposition. If no projections in 
T, have a common domain, the space decomposition can be simplified to a domain decomposition 
method in Algorithm 2. Some applications of this type of decomposition for parallel computations 
in the field of finite element analysis and structural analysis were shown in [2] and [3]. 
A decomposition of a family of special operators can be obtained. Define a sequence I (~n): 
l~n)=(T-~n+f,T-~n+f) in['/ (n = 1,2,...) (27) 
where T is a self-adjoint operator and f is a given function such that Tf exists. Consider the 
guide 
~(~, (n , ) )=~1(~, )=0 in~,  (n=1,2 , . . . ) ,  (28) 
which provides a convergent sequence of functionals { I (~n) } and implies a convergent sequence 
{~,~ }. Then, the guide becomes 
(29) 
where T6~, = 6T~,, = 6T~,~(f~,). If there exists an appropriate boundary condition(s) in the 
approximation, then 6~ n = 0 on the boundary. Since ~-~ (f/n) = ~,-z (ft,,) and ~, (0ft,) = 
@-,-z (0[~n) and 6~,~ = 0 on 0fin, it follows that 
(f, T6~,) = (T f, 6~n) in ~n, 
(30) 
since T is self-adjoint. Substituting equation (30) into equation (29) yields 
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where L = 7-7- and p = 7-f .  Similarly, we can define another guide in a Hilbert space 
g(~bn(nn)) = £~b, + p = 0 inn ,  (n = 1 ,2 , . . . )  (32) 
by using the sufficient condition of equation (31). Then, the guide in equation (32) can be used 
to decompose a partial differential equation 
£~b+p= 0 inn  
subject to an appropriate boundary condition(s), where ~. = 7"7" and 7- self-adjoint. Guide (32) 
is an example of Schwarz Alternating method and guide (31) is an approximation to the guide 
of (32) by the GMerkin method. 
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